Introduction {#S0001}
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary liver cancer and also the leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] The mortality of HCC remains high, mainly because a majority of HCC patients are diagnosed after their cancer has reached an advanced stage. The diagnostic methods for HCC include imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a liver biopsy for histological examination to reach a definitive diagnosis, and measurement of non-invasive serum biomarkers \[eg, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), α L-fucosidase, γ-glutamyltranspeptidase isoenzymes II, and acidic isoferritin\].[@CIT0003] However, a number of limitations were identified in relation to these biomarkers, in particular, for AFP in the diagnosis and prediction of recurrence and prognosis of HCC. For instance, the false-negative rate for AFP remains high at approximately 30%.[@CIT0004] In addition, for both asymptomatic individuals and patients with symptoms of liver disease, imaging methods usually fail to rapidly assess the changes. The limited availability of liver tissue has created another need for a non-invasive access route to the hepatic tissue for diagnosis, treatment response monitoring, prognosis, etc. Thus, a better non-invasive approach is urgently needed.

Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in the blood, which was first described several decades ago,[@CIT0005] represents extracellular residing DNA molecules that are likely released from apoptotic or necrotic cells or tissues.[@CIT0006] Extensive studies have demonstrated that cfDNAs in cancer patients harbor tumor-specific genetic alterations and thus could potentially serve as a minimally invasive "liquid biopsy" in the diagnosis of HCC and monitoring of treatment response in real time.[@CIT0007]--[@CIT0015] Furthermore, recently developed next-generation sequencing (NGS) of cfDNA allows for sequencing of cancer-specific genes, and broad detection of their genetic variations or mutations[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0018] has facilitated research exploring cfDNAs as biomarkers. Over the past decade, high-throughput DNA sequencing technology has empowered us to better understand the cancer genetics, resulting in the revolutionary discovery of mutational signatures for human cancers, including somatic mutations. In fact, the link between somatic mutation and human cancer has been established. It has also been widely accepted that, during the transformation of normal cells into cancer, cells have acquired the hallmarks of cancer through somatic mutation.[@CIT0019]

In this study, we aimed to identify a novel panel of HCC-specific somatic mutations in plasma cfDNA and to assess its value in the diagnosis of HCC via a simple blood test.

Materials and methods {#S0002}
=====================

Study subjects {#S0002-S2001}
--------------

Patients who were diagnosed with primary HCC and underwent surgical procedures for treatment between July 2015 and February 2016 at the Zhongshan hospital Xiamen University were enrolled in this study. The diagnosis and confirmation of primary HCC were made on the basis of pathohistological evaluations following the guidelines on the diagnosis and treatment of primary liver cancer.[@CIT0020] We excluded individuals who had received a recent blood transfusion within 3 months, primarily due to a possible effect of the blood sampling on plasma cfDNAs. A total of 33 HCC tissue specimens, 37 peripheral blood samples, and 37 swab samples were collected from the primary HCC patients. The tissue samples were stored in a liquid nitrogen container, while 10 mL blood samples were collected in cell-free DNA blood collection tubes (STRECK, USA) and processed for plasma separation. The demographic, biochemical, and clinical characteristics of the study population are summarized in [[Table S1](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=197455a.xlsx)]{.ul}.

The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Zhongshan Hospital of Xiamen University. The research studies involving human subjects have been carried out in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. A written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to enrollment in this study.

Isolation and quantification of genomic DNA from plasma and liver cancer specimens {#S0002-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tissue genomic DNA was isolated from the resected HCC specimens using the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen), whereas cell-free genomic DNA was extracted from the plasma samples using the DNeasy Blood Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's manuals. All DNA samples were purified following the manufacturer's instructions and stored in a −80°C freezer until subsequent use. The concentration of the prepared genomic DNA was quantified using the Qubit dsDNA Assay (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA).

Selection of a panel of HCC-specific mutations {#S0002-S2003}
----------------------------------------------

To select a panel of HCC-specific mutations for further analysis of plasma cfDNA, the following modified approach was used as described previously.[@CIT0021] Recurrence Index (RI) refers to the number of HCC patients with somatic variant calls (SNVs) that occur within a given kilobase of exonic sequence (ie, the number of patients with mutations/exon length in kb).[@CIT0021] RI thus can be used to measure patient-level recurrence frequency at the exon level, while simultaneously normalizing for gene or exon size. As a source of somatic mutation data uniformly genotyped across a large cohort of patients, in phases 2--4, we analyzed non-silent SNVs identified in TCGA whole exome sequencing data from 178 patients in the HCC dataset (TCGA query dated March 20, 2015).

### Phase 1 (Known drivers) {#S0002-S2003-S3001}

Initial seed genes were chosen based on their frequency of mutation in HCCs. Analysis of COSMIC (V72) identified known driver genes that are recurrently mutated in ≥5% of HCC (denominator ≥100 cases).[@CIT0022] The seed list also included genes with mutations that occurred at low frequency but had strong evidence for being driver mutations in HCC and other cancers.

### Phase 2 (Max. coverage) {#S0002-S2003-S3002}

For each exon with an RI ≥20 and with SNVs covering ≥3 patients in HCC, we identified the exon that would result in the largest reduction in patients with only 1 SNV. To break ties among equally best exons, the exon with highest RI was chosen. This was repeated until no additional exons satisfied these criteria.

### Phase 3 {#S0002-S2003-S3003}

Same procedure as phase 3, but using RI≥5.

### Phase 4 {#S0002-S2003-S3004}

For each remaining exon with SNVs covering ≥2 patients in HCC, we identified the exon that would result in the largest reduction in patients with only 1 SNV. To break ties among equally best exons, the exon with highest RI was chosen. This was repeated until no additional exons satisfied these criteria.

### Phase 5 (Predicted drivers) {#S0002-S2003-S3005}

COSMIC liver cancer data excepted for Phase I.

### Phase 6 (Add fusions) {#S0002-S2003-S3006}

For recurrent rearrangements in HCC and other cancers involving ALK, ROS1, RET, PDGFR, FGFR1, BRAF, PRKACA and LBP2, the introns most frequently implicated in the fusion event and the flanking exons were included.

These genomic regions that were obtained through the above processes were taken together and a total of 360 genes and 6,859 genomic regions covering 1.45 Mb in length were selected as a panel of HCC-specific mutations for further analysis of plasma cfDNA ([[Table S2](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=197455b.xlsx)]{.ul}).

Next-generation sequencing {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------------

Indexed Illumina NGS libraries were generated with the genomic DNA samples prepared from the resected HCC tissue and plasma samples. For the plasma cfDNA, 7--32 ng of DNA were used for construction of the NGS libraries without further fragmentation, while for the HCC tissue or germline genomic DNA samples, 200 ng of DNA were subject to shearing prior to construction of NGS libraries on a Bioruptor plus UCD-300 with the recommended settings of fragments 200 bp in length. The construction of the NGS DNA libraries was performed using the NEXTflex® Cell Free DNA-Seq Kit (BIOO，USA) with all reagents to be used for the end-repair of the circulating cfDNA fragments, adapter ligation, A-tailing, and amplification of ligated fragments from the High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix. The NGS RNA libraries were prepared using the NEXTflex® Rapid Directional RNA-Seq Library Prep Kit (BIOO) following the manufacturer's instructions.

Hybrid selection was conducted using a custom SureSelect from Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, USA) with the NGS libraries designed using the SureDesign Custom Design Tool. After the hybrid selection was completed, the captured DNA fragments were subsequently amplified with 18 cycles of PCR using 1× KAPA HiFi Hot Start Ready Mix. The multiplexed libraries described above were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq X10 using 150-bp paired-end runs in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Paired-end reads were mapped to the hg19 reference genome with BWA 0.7.17 as described previously[@CIT0023] (default parameters), as well as sorted and indexed using SAMtools according to methods reported by Li and colleagues.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024] Quality control (QC) was evaluated using a custom Perl script to collect a variety of statistics, including characteristics of mapping, read quality, and selector on-target rate (ie, the number of unique reads that intersected the selector space divided by all aligned reads), generated, respectively, by SAMtools flagstat, FastQC, and BEDTools coverage Bed. Plots of fragment length distribution, sequence depth and coverage were automatically produced for a visual assessment of QC. In addition, we restricted analyses not involving fusions to properly paired reads to mitigate the impact of sequencing errors, and therefore, the bases that had Phred quality scores ≥30 (≤0.1% probability of a sequencing error) were further analyzed.

Bioinformatics and statistical analyses {#S0002-S2005}
---------------------------------------

We assessed the base-level background distribution of the selected regions using all 43 plasma DNA samples collected from HCC and healthy individuals analyzed in this work. For each background base in selector positions having ≥500x overall sequencing depth, the outlier-corrected mean across all circulating DNA samples was calculated. To restrict our analysis to background bases, each patient sample was pre-filtered to remove germline, str contraction, panel of normals, and/or SNVsmade by MuTect2.

For detection of somatic SNV and insertion/deletion events, we employed MuTect2. Variant annotation was performed by ANNOVAR. SNVs or indel was pre-filtered to alt_allele_in_normal, clustered_events, germline_risk, homologous_mapping_event, multi_event_alt_allele_in_normal, panel_of_normals, str_contraction, t_lod_fstar, and triallelic_site.Additionally, we excluded SNVs in the top 99th percentile of global background (\>0.36% sample-wide background rate). Finally, we excluded any SNVs which were not located in the exonic region and predicted as synonymous/Tolerated SNV.

Putative molecular pathways for the genes harboring the somatic SNVs were performed using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG or Gene Ontology) canonical pathways. *P*-values were calculated based upon the hypergeometric distribution with false discovery rate correction using the Benjamini and Hochberg method as previously reported.[@CIT0025] GOTERM BP FAT enrichment analysis was carried out using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) bioinformatics resources as described previously.[@CIT0026]

To determine the significance of observed mutations within each gene, the method described previously by Youn and colleagues was applied,[@CIT0027] and both the mutation frequency and functional impact were taken into consideration. The functional impact was defined by mutation scores assigned in the following order: missense \< inframe indel \< mutation in splice sites \< frameshift indel = nonsense. Different types of missense mutations were also given different scores on the basis of the BLOSUM80 matrix.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Performance assessment of deep sequencing {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------------------

We initially conducted deep sequencing of a total of 107 DNA samples, including those prepared from 33 HCC tissue specimens, 37 peripheral blood samples, and 37 matched swab samples. To assess the performance, we analyzed the parameters of the data and the results are displayed in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. The sequenced fragments of the plasma cfDNA samples showed three main peaks for nucleotide length: 160 bp, 320 bp, and 480 bp ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}) at the average sequencing depth of ≥2000x ([Figure 1C](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), which closely corresponded to the characteristic lengths of plasma cfDNA ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). For the sequenced fragments of the DNA samples derived from the HCC tissue specimens, the average read length was approximately 300 bp ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}) at the average sequencing depth of ≥1000x ([Figure 1D](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), which was in consistence with the average length of chromosomal DNA in somatic cells ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0026] As the detection limit of the deep sequencing was influenced PCR during the library construction or sequencing errors, we also evaluated these parameters. After we eliminated somatic SNVs and germline single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that may negatively impact the sensitivity, the mean background rate reached 0.09% with a considerably low median background rate of \<0.0001% ([Figure 1E](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Deep sequencing performance. 107 DNA samples derived from 33 HCC tissue specimens, 37 peripheral blood samples, and matched 37 swab samples were subject to deep sequencing, and the performance was evaluated. (**A**) The distribution of the sequenced fragments of the plasma cfDNA. Three main peaks with lengths of 160 bp, 320 bp, and 480 bp were identified. (**B**) The distribution of the sequenced fragments of the DNA samples from the HCC tissue specimens. The average read length was approximately 300 bp. The sequencing depths for (**C**) the plasma cfDNA and (**D**) the HCC tissue DNA. (**E**) The background rates. SNVs and germline SNPs were excluded, and the mean and median background rates were calculated.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.

Defining the mutations significantly associated with HCC {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------------------------------------------

To define and select HCC-associated genetic variants to be used as a panel of somatic mutations for the subsequent analysis of plasma cfDNA in this study, we analyzed the frequency of mutations in each gene using a previously reported method.[@CIT0027] Six genes (TP53, CTNNB1, AXIN1, JAK1, EPS15, and CACNA2D4) that were recognized as the most significantly mutated genes in HCC[@CIT0028] and five genes (ARID1A, FLCN, SETD2, PTEN, and BUB1B) that were well-known to be frequently mutated in other cancer types were selected as candidate genes ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Selected candidate genes for mutation frequency analysis among the included HCC patientsGeneDescriptiionMutation frequency\#Snv/KbpNo. COSMIC matchedNo. recurrence*P* valueFalse discovery rateTP53\*Tumor protein p5364% (21)7.3115300ARID1AAT rich interactive domain 1A (Tumor-suppressor)24% (8)0.683100FLCNFolliculin9.1% (3)8.41000.01SETD2SET domain containing 2 (Tumor-suppressor)9.1% (3)0.520000.055PTENPhosphatase and tensin homolog (Tumor-suppressor)12.1% (4)1.430000.2BUB1BBudding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1\
homolog beta (Tumor-suppressor)9.1% (3)4.050000.2CTNNB1\*Catenin (cadherin-associated protein), beta 1, 88kDa6.1% (2)4.36200.0191JAK1\*Janus kinase 19.1% (3)7.28100.1931AXIN1\*Axin 121.2% (7)1.59200.4261EPS15\*Epidermal growth factor receptor pathway substrate 156.1% (2)6.01100.611CACNA2D4\*Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, alpha 2/delta subunit 49.1% (3)9.4000.0031[^1][^2]

Detection of somatic mutations in the selected panel in plasma cfDNA {#S0003-S2003}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the feasibility of detecting the somatic mutations of the selected genes in the panel (TP53, AXIN1, JAK1, CTNNB1, BRAF, EGFR, CDKN2A, PTEN, FGFR2, KDR, LONP1, MAP2K2, and SMAD2) in plasma cfDNA, we compared the sequencing data for HCC tissue and plasma DNA samples from HCC patients. The percentages of the selected somatic mutations in each specimen (plasma or tissue) for each of the 32 HCC patients were calculated and are presented in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. We detected a majority of the selected mutations in the HCC tissue DNA samples in the matched plasma cfDNA samples (range, 52--84%).Table 2Comparison of mutation detection rates in the plasma cfDNA and tissue DNA samples of the HCC patientsAample_idOverlap_snp_in_plasmaOverlap_snp_in_tissueR1-116.37%66.29%R1-225.75%59.51%R1-340.15%73.34%R1-627.15%75.24%R1-712.90%67.05%R1-911.64%64.33%R1-1516.67%56.22%R1-1615.63%54.63%R1-1727.93%56.40%R1-1919.23%59.90%R1-2050.48%64.79%R1-2528.72%52.27%R1-2622.41%61.02%R1-3026.35%60.99%R1-3326.52%62.09%R1-4247.14%72.97%R1-4411.67%55.19%R1-4537.27%54.17%R1-4622.56%60.64%R1-4718.52%75.25%R1-5723.16%63.66%R1-6032.04%71.21%R1-6319.09%84.75%R1-6718.60%56.99%R1-7424.79%60.99%R1-7649.29%60.10%R1-8027.78%65.10%R1-8416.03%62.88%R1-8531.98%83.28%R1-8743.21%61.27%R1-8839.04%60.22%R1-8925.81%61.31%R1-9320.77%58.65%[^3]

Somatic mutations in the plasma cfDNA in the diagnosis of HCC {#S0003-S2004}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We next sought to obtain an optimal cutoff value for plasma cfDNA mutation detection in the diagnosis of HCC. We sequenced and analyzed the targeted somatic mutations in the plasma cfDNA samples extracted from the 37 HCC patients and 6 healthy individuals as control. As shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, we compared the numbers of mutations detected in the plasma cfDNA samples in the HCC and control groups at different detection limits in a range of 0.1--2% (allele). We found that the difference in the mutations between the HCC and control groups reached a peak at the detection limit of 0.6% (allele), and this was statistically significant. Thus, this optimal cutoff value was used in the study. Furthermore, the 37 HCC study subjects were divided to two subgroups according to the status of serum AFP, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed for the mutations in the HCC and control plasma cfDNA samples. When we applied the detection of the somatic mutations in the plasma cfDNA in the ROC analysis, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 0.92, with a sensitivity of 65% and specificity 100% for the diagnosis of HCC. When the detection of the somatic mutations in the plasma cfDNA was combined with AFP detection, the AUC was 0.96 with a sensitivity of 73% and specificity of 100% for HCC patients negative for AFP, and the AUC value was 0.86 with a sensitivity of 53% and a specificity of 100% for HCC patients positive for AFP. These results suggested that detection of the somatic mutations in the plasma cfDNA in combination with the status of serum AFP offered better performance in the diagnosis of HCC than that of AFP alone ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Detection of the somatic mutations in plasma cfDNA and their performance for the diagnosis of HCC. The selected somatic mutations were examined in plasma cfDNA samples derived from HCC patients (*n*=37) and healthy individuals (*n*=6) as controls. (**A--C**) The numbers of mutations per patient detected in the plasma cfDNA samples in the HCC and control groups. The numbers of mutations reached a peak value at the detection limit of 0.6% (allele), and this was considered as a cutoff value in the subsequent analysis. (**D**) Comparison of the mutation numbers detected in the AFP-positive group and AFP-negative group with the cutoff value of 0.6% (allele). Based upon the status of AFP, the 37 HCC patients were classified into two subgroups: AFP-negative group (AFP \<400, *n*=22) and AFP-positive group (AFP ≥400, *n*=15), (**E**) ROC analysis of the mutations in the HCC and control plasma cfDNA samples. The sensitivity and specificity at the cutoff value of 0.6% were calculated. The AUC was 0.92, with a sensitivity (Sn) of 65% and specificity of 100% for the diagnosis of HCC. The AUC was 0.96 with a sensitivity of 73% and specificity of 100% for HCC patients who were negative for AFP. The AUC value was 0.86 with a sensitivity of 53% and specificity of 100% for HCC patients who were positive for AFP.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.

Somatic mutations of selected panel in relation to HCC recurrence {#S0003-S2005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The studied HCC patients were further stratified into a recurrent HCC group and a non-recurrent HCC group, and the frequencies of the selected mutations in the panel were examined in the two groups. As shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, the mutation frequency was significantly higher in the patients with recurrent HCC than in those without HCC recurrence. For the mutation frequency of an individual gene, such as TP53, we found that a majority of the HCC patients (21/33, 64%) showed mutations, with the highest prevalence of mutations identified in the HCC study cohort and a prevalence greater than that previously reported in HCC studies.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] In addition, we observed that the frequencies of the ARID1A and CTNNB1 mutations were 24% and 6.1%, respectively, in the HCC patients, in which the mutation frequency was defined as a percentage of tumors with a protein-altering somatic mutation, and the known cancer mutations were selected by comparing with somatic mutations in the COSMIC database as previously reported.[@CIT0022] The numbers of mutations with matching genomic coordinates were presented.Figure 3Analysis of the mutation frequency in HCC patients with and without recurrence. The mutation frequencies of the selected candidate genes were examined in the studied HCC patients and were compared between those with and without HCC recurrence. The mutation frequency was significantly greater in the patients with recurrent HCC than in those with non-recurrent HCC.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.

Mutations of selected genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways in relation to HCC recurrence {#S0003-S2006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways are associated with the pathogenesis of primary and recurrent cancer, the mutation frequencies of the selected genes involved in the three signaling pathways were determined and compared among all HCC cases, recurrent HCC cases, and non-recurrent cases. We found that the recurrent HCC group exhibited higher mutation frequencies of the selected genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways in contrast to the non-recurrent HCC groups ([Figures 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}A and [B](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6A](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, recurrent HCC was more likely to occur in the mutated groups than in the non-mutated groups ([Figures 4C](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6C](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 4Mutations of the selected panel of genes involved in the cell cycle pathway. The HCC patients were classified into a recurrent HCC group and non-recurrent or naïve HCC group. The mutation frequencies of the selected genes involved in the cell cycle pathway were examined and compared in all HCC cases, cases of recurrent HCC, and cases of non-recurrent HCC. (**A**) The frequencies of mutations of the genes involved in the cell cycle pathway. (**B**) Kaplan--Meier recurrence plot for the mutated group and non-mutated group of the selected genes, including ATM, CREBBP, EP300, and RB1 in the cell cycle pathway. (**C**) Comparative analysis of the profiles of the selected genes in the recurrent versus non-recurrent HCC groups.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.Figure 5Mutations of the selected panel of genes in the RTK/RAS/PI(3)K signaling pathway. The HCC patients were classified into a recurrent HCC group and non-recurrent or naïve HCC group. The mutation frequencies of the selected genes in the RTK/RAS/PI(3)K signaling pathway were assessed and compared in all HCC cases, cases of recurrent HCC, and cases of non-recurrent HCC. (**A**) Frequency of mutations in the genes in the RTK/RAS/PI(3)K pathway. (**B**) Kaplan--Meier recurrence plot for the mutated group and non-mutated group for the selected genes in RTK/RAS/PI(3)K pathway. (**C**) Comparison of profiles of the selected genes in the RTK/RAS/PI(3)K pathway between the recurrent and non-recurrent HCC groups.**Abbreviation: **HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.Figure 6Mutations of the selected panel of genes in the Wnt signaling pathways. The mutation frequencies of the genes (LRP1B, AXIN1, AXIN2, APC, and CTNNB1) in the Wnt signaling pathways were examined and compared in all HCC cases, case of recurrent HCC, and cases of non-recurrent HCC. (**A**) Frequency of mutations of the selected genes participating in the Wnt signaling pathway. (**B**) Kaplan--Meier recurrence plot for the mutated group and non-mutated group for the selected genes in the Wnt signaling pathways. (**C**) Comparison of profiles of the LRP1B, AXIN1, AXIN2, APC, and CTNNB1 genes in the recurrent HCC group versus the non-recurrent HCC group.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.

We also compared the profiles of the significantly altered genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways in the recurrent HCC group and non-recurrent or naïve HCC group. As shown in [Figure 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, survival plots revealed that the non-mutated group had significantly longer survival than the group with mutations in the selected genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways, while the mutated group had a higher risk of HCC recurrence ([Figure 7A](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that the mutations of the selected genes involved in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways were associated with the clinical outcomes of HCC.Figure 7Profiles of the selected panel of genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways and their relationship to survival and recurrence of HCC. The profiles of the significantly altered genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways were compared between the recurrent HCC group and the non-recurrent or naïve HCC group. (**A**) Comparison of profiles of the significantly altered genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways between the recurrent and non-recurrent HCC groups. (**B**) Survival plots for the mutated group and non-mutated group for the selected genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways. (**C**) Recurrence plot for the mutated group and non-mutated group for the selected genes in the cell cycle, RTK/RAS/PI(3)K, and Wnt signaling pathways.**Abbreviation:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.

Discussion {#S0003-S2007}
----------

Non-invasive serological markers have particular clinical significance in the diagnosis of HCC. This study of HCC patients had the following main novel findings: (1) a novel panel of somatic mutations was selected, and a majority of these mutations in HCC tissue DNA was detected in the matched plasma cfDNA; (2) assay of the mutations in plasma cfDNA showed good performance, with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 65% for the diagnosis of HCC regardless of the AFP status; (3) the detection of the selected mutations in plasma cfDNA combined with AFP exhibited better diagnostic accuracy, with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 73% for the diagnosis of HCC in AFP-negative cases; and (4) the rates of the selected mutations were significantly greater in recurrent HCC than in non-recurrent HCC (*P*\<0.05). Our results indicated that the selected panel of mutations in cfDNA can be used to better detect HCC, especially in cases that are negative for AFP.

Much effort has been devoted to the search for non-invasive serum markers for HCC, and AFP is recognized as the most common biomarker for the detection and diagnosis of HCC. In addition, examination of serum AFP is also used to evaluate treatment in real time, as well as to predict prognosis and recurrence of HCC. However, serum AFP is associated with a high false-negative rate, missing as many as 40% of HCC cases.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0030] False-positive results for serum AFP have also been found in a proportion of pregnant women and patients with non-malignant clinical conditions, such as liver cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis B, and chronic hepatitis C. Additionally, it has been noticed that tests for serum AFP can be positive in some types of cancers other than HCC, including testicular cancer, gastric cancer, teratoma, and pancreatic cancer, indicating the relatively low specificity of AFP for HCC. The above limitations have posed challenges in the use of AFP as a non-serum marker for HCC.

In recent years, an emerging role has been realized for serum cfDNA in the diagnosis of malignancies, including HCC. In fact, a number of previous studies have demonstrated an association between cfDNA and HCC, suggesting that cfDNA is inversely correlated with prognosis of HCC and that cfDNA can be used as a serum marker for the diagnosis and prognosis prediction of HBV- and HCV-related HCC.[@CIT0031]--[@CIT0034] However, our understanding of cfDNA in the diagnosis of HCC is still in its infancy. In the present study, we selected a panel of somatic mutations and tested the feasibility and value of detection of these mutations in plasma cfDNA in the diagnosis of HCC. As we expected, a majority of the selected mutations in the HCC tissue DNA (52--84%) was detected in the matched plasma cfDNA, which is in support of the concept that plasma cfDNA can serve as a non-invasive "liquid biopsy" for the purposes of diagnosis and tracking of treatment response in real time. In an evaluation of the mutations in plasma cfDNA for the diagnosis of HCC, we found that this approach showed good performance with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 65% in the diagnosis of HCC, independent of the AFP status. Interestingly, its diagnostic ability was improved when integrated with AFP status, with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 73% for the diagnosis of HCC in AFP-negative cases.

Our study has a few potential limitations. First, among the HCC subjects, a low proportion of cases was categorized as recurrent HCC, with the majority of HCC cases being naïve or non-recurrent HCC. A large sample size of recurrent HCC cases may be needed in future studies. Second, a wide range of chronic liver diseases, such as chronic viral hepatitis, liver hemangioma, cirrhosis, fatty liver, and intrahepatic cholestasis are linked to HCC; in particular, chronic hepatitis B is a leading causative factor for HCC in Chinese HCC patients. Thus, additional control diseases and HBV-related HCC should be included in future studies.

In conclusion, this study identified a novel panel of somatic mutations, and the assay of the mutations in plasma cfDNA demonstrated good diagnostic performance for HCC. Therefore, this study may add important serological markers for the diagnosis of HCC. Moreover, detection of the mutations in cfDNA along with detection of AFP offers better diagnostic accuracy, and thus, the identified panel of somatic mutations may complement AFP in the diagnosis of HCC.
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[^1]: **Note:** TP53, CTNNB1, AXIN1, JAK1, EPS15, and CACNA2D4 were recognized as significantly mutated genes in HCC. \*ARID1A, FLCN, SETD2, PTEN, and BUB1B were well known to be frequently mutated in other types of cancer.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** HCC, hepatocellularcarcinoma; No., number.

[^3]: **Abbreviations:** HCC, hepatocellularcarcinoma.
